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EPS	London	Branch	2018	AGM-	Minutes	

17:15,	12th	March	2018,	Civil	Service	Club,	Great	Scotland	Yard	
Attendees: 

Name Role Initials 

Mark Chapple Chair MC 

Adnan Ragab Vice Chair AR 

Paul Basson Treasurer PB 

Peter Joyce Comms PJ 

Stephen Arundell Branch member SA 

June Saunders  Branch member JS 

Sebastian James Branch member SJ 
 
Apologies: 

Name Role Initials 

Bill Choudhury  Branch member  

Charles Thomas Branch member  
 

LBE01/19-01: Welcome & Introductions – Chair 
Chair opened the meeting and outlined the London Branch 2018 annual report and our future 
intentions.  The annual report will be posted on the EPS website  

 

LBE01/19-02: Financial report – Treasurer 
The Treasurer circulated the 2018 accounts, previously submitted to National in December.  
A wider discussion about EPS finances and income generation followed.  See AOB below. 

 

LBE01/19-03: Electing new Branch Exec 
Four members stood for office as detailed above.  These positions were 
uncontested but were ratified by the members present.  

Vacancies remain for the following roles: 

Membership 

Secretary 

Events 

Communications 

Action 

MC 
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LBE01/19-04: London First Membership  – Chair 
MC Proposed allocating £500 for the branch to join London First, giving up to 5 
members access to each London First event.  London First are a business 
associated group, our thinking is that working with business groups may help 
Emergency Planners to better build their impact assessments and business cases 
for emergency Planning and resilience expenditure1.  
POST SCRIPT:  London First have offered us associate membership free of charge 
on the basis that we show London First some benefit in kind.  The first invite to 
one of their events has already been circulated to branch members.  
 

Action 
MC 

 

LBE01/19-05: Future events  – All 

Workshops: JS raised the need to show members better value for EPS 
membership.  JS mentioned that she is looking for micro-training modules PJ 
offered an hour a month to hold a workshop, this quickly expanded in to an event 
that we all support and could invite a range of partners to.  We need to create a 
list of topics to generate interest from members and partners.  PJ suggested that 
these workshops might have a City Resilience theme These workshops should be 
CPD earning. 

 

The value of having an Emergency Planning recommended reading list was 
discussed.   

Visits. It was suggested that visits could be arranged to a number of 
infrastructure sites and CCA response organisation where emergency 
management might be a high priority.  More work required to explore these. 

 

Exercise participation.  PJ mentioned opportunities to participate in Italian Red 
Cross exercises.  Contact PJ for further details. 

 

Action 

JS, All 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All 

 

PJ 

 

LBE01/19-06: Any other business 

Funding:  There was a broad ranging discussion between SA and PJ  about how 
the Branches are funded.  This included the cessation of the EPS Training 
accreditation scheme.  This brought the society a revenue stream in its own right.  
SA was asked to re-visit this with the Board.  
Future discussion to be had about CPD and confirming members are uploading 
and that the system is working.  SJ also mentioned opportunities for commercial 
sponsorship. 
 
CHAIR COMMENT: We probably need to develop a bit more credibility before we 
start to look for sponsorship.  
 
Recognition:  In recognition of achieving the milestone of 20 years EPS 
membership, a London Branch plaque was presented to Paul Basson our Branch 
Treasurer.  This was supported by a unanimous vote of thanks.  

Action 

 

 

SA 

 

 

 

 

 

All 

 

                                                             
1 Even in the London Branch we have discussed the responsibilities of corporate directors and officers.  
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LBE01/ 19-07.  Non AGM matters arising Central ICT Business support  
 
PJ asked SA to ensure any suggestions on procuring central ICT business support 
tools be discussed at the board meeting the following day, decisions 
communicated back to the London Branch so that if agreed to they could be 
adopted and deployed ASAP. If not we would need to press on with local ICT 
support tools ourselves so as not to delay progress. (Action SA to report back) 
 
LBE01/19-08 Non AGM matters arising Accuracy of billing.  PB and PJ raised 
concerns about with SA standing orders being paid by members who had not 
been contactable for some time.  This represents a potential risk to the society’s 
reputation  
 
MC asked PJ and PB to provide evidence of these cases.  
 
Response: Sue (HQ Admin Officer) & Martin (Finance Director) were able to 
advise that the process of billing and invoicing processing with corporate / local 
government organisations where a number of persons are paid for is currently 
well managed by Sue and as invoices are normally required to have the Purchase 
Order Number stated on them (for public sector organisations) this has over the 
last 3 years become no longer a problem.  
This lead the board onto a discussion about our corporate membership offer 
(which is if you have 5 members, you get a discount of 30%, paid on the same 
invoice), the Board is of the view that any changes to the current corporate 
membership offer at the current time are not a imitate priority, but will be 
revisited within the 2020 plan. The Membership & Development Committee are 
looking at some of upgrade process (as currently provided for within the 
procedures) for a member who is for the purposes of this example is an associate 
member corporate, and they are to be meet the upgrade requirements to be 
come a full member, in this example, we would need to raise an additional 
invoice to cover the membership cost increase and some other back of house 
processes (like CPD and website admin). The goal of the work of the membership 
and development committee is to steam line this process and provider a better 
membership experience, which is really good. 
 
Details required of cases where subscriptions being paid for members we are no 
longer in touch with.  
 
Inactivity of members was also raised under this topic:  SA responds  
Response: This is in part a general theme across the various branches of 
the EPS at a national level. The Board is committed to improving the offer 
to its members at all levels and believes that by showing the difference 
which being a member makes to the individual practitioner is the way to 
unlock the inactivity of members. This is common theme across our sector, 
and as a bench mark, ICPEM has less than 200 members and has the same 
problems and challenges.  
 

 

 

 

 

SA  

 

 

 

 

 

 

SA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PB, PJ. 
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LBE01/19-09 Non AGM matters arising  Funding for projects  
 
PJ and PB asked SA to request board give a view on options for project funding to 
sustain costs for innovations / events / projects to offer up ROI to the branch and 
EPS. As a society we need a “projects request form” to be able to formally 
request funding for project proposals and an EPS project approvals process is 
required to ensure requests are responded to in a standard way 
 

Action 
MC 

 

LBE01/19-10 Non AGM matters arising  NOC Improvements tracker. PJ 
 
PJ asked SA to ensure our improvements tracker sheet is updated and reported 
on with status updates by the board so that improvement suggestions given last 
year are not lost and are acted on.   
 
 
Chair comment:  As raised in line 2 of our 2018 Branch Annual report.  MC to 
Discuss with Andy McCombe.  
 

Action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MC 

 

LBE01/19-11 Non AGM matters arising.   Head Office and Branch resilience / 
succession planning. PJ 
 
PJ asked SA to table a request to the board to write an Emergency Planning 
Policy and to - going forward we as a society - develop our own national BCM 
programme and plans so that if we have service impacts as we have seen 
recently with key staff being away the operations of the society will continue 
uninterrupted and any impacts on our systems such as our website etc are 
responded to in ways we would expect in the private and public sector. This 
needs to be the first priority of policy and process delivery from the Governance 
work SA and the board is about to deliver on. 
 
CHAIR COMMENT:  This is not one of our top 6 improvements but represents a 
risk to the branch and the society, that we have raised before.   MC to raise at 
the NOC. ( Improvement database 227-282 May 2017) 

Action 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MC 
 

 

LBE01/19-12 Non AGM matters arising:  Governance: 
 
PJ proposed Governance and appropriate response to communications is now 
essential going forward.  The branch will publish its minutes, we also need to see 
that now from NOC and Board meetings going forward.  
 
Chair comment:  Reiterated at the start of the AGM in the second line of our 
2018 annual report: 
“Quality, transparency and governance are all priorities for the branch, we still 
have some way to go here ourselves. In future we will publish our own branch 
executive meeting minutes on the EPS Website and will use out activity tracker to 
support the EPS national operations committee (NOC).” 
. 

Action 
 
 
All.  

 

The AGM ended at 19:00 with members staying behind for 90 minutes networking  


